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homeschool oklahoma
Vision Statement
To advance Christ-centered home education*
as the standard in Oklahoma by serving the needs
and protecting the rights of current and future home educators.

our Mission Statement

To promote home education* in the state of Oklahoma through events,
communications, and resources; to protect the God-given right of
parents to direct the education of their children to the glory of God.
*Homeschool Oklahoma defines the terms "home education," "homeschooling," and "home
schooling" exclusively as the privately-funded, home-based education and discipleship of children
by their own parents or guardians. Government-funded school-at-home programs such as Epic
Charter Schools and K-12, administered by local public school systems, are "public education" and
not considered by Homeschool Oklahoma and Homeschool Legal Defense Association (HSLDA) to
constitute "homeschooling" or "home education."

statement
of faith
Preface: Our Statement of Faith concerns the Person and Work of Jesus Christ
(the Gospel) revealed in Scripture. It is the
faith once delivered to the saints (Jude 2, Eph.
4:5) which distinguishes believers from nonbelievers. There are many other precious truths
taught in the Bible over which godly men have
differed in understanding. Therefore, this is
not a statement of all that is important to
believe but of all that is essential to believe for
Christian fellowship and unity (Rom. 15:7).

1. We believe the Bible to be the verbally
inspired and only infallible Word of God, inerrant in the autographs (2 Tim. 3:16, 2 Peter
1:20-21).
2. We believe God is one being who eternally exists as three persons, Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. All of the persons are equal
in power and glory (Matt. 28:19, 2 Cor. 13:14).

definition &
educational philosophy\
This corporation is a union of home educating families and friends
who cooperate for the common purpose of encouraging each other in
the endeavors of faithfully training and educating their children at home.
We believe that parents who have chosen this educational alternative are
accountable to discharge these duties in an honorable and responsible
manner to the attaining of educational excellence and good citizenship.
We further believe that with parents rests the sole responsibility for the
care, training, and education of children (Deuteronomy 6: 4-9). Authority
for such training can be delegated to other forms of education; however,
the ultimate responsibility for this education remains with the parent.
We believe that the government, at all levels, should respect the right
of parents to choose the academic alternative of home education. We also
support the American political process and believe it is in our best interests
to cooperate with our government insofar as it promotes good and punishes evil and protects its citizens from harm, both from within and without
its borders (Romans 13: 1-7 and Proverbs 24: 21,22).
			
(From Article I of the Homeschool Oklahoma Bylaws.)
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3. We believe Jesus Christ is fully God
and man (John 1:1, 14), born of a virgin (Matt.
1:18), sinless in His life (Heb. 4:15). He died
on the cross as a substitution for sinful men
(Heb. 9:15). He rose bodily from the grave
(John 20:1-9, 24-31, Acts 2:24) and now reigns
with the Father (Acts 2:33, Heb. 10:12). He will
return visibly and personally to the earth both
in salvation and judgment (Acts 1:11, Heb.
9:28, Matt. 24:35).
4. We believe all humans are sinful by
nature (Rom. 3:23, 5:12) and can only be forgiven by repentance and statement of trust
in Jesus as Savior (John 3:16), brought about
by the regenerating work of the Holy Spirit
(Titus 3:5-7).
5. We believe in the continuing ministry of the Holy Spirit by whose indwelling
the Christian is enabled to live a godly life
(Romans 8:1-17).
6. We affirm the biblical definition of
marriage as the union of one man and one
woman (Genesis 2:24, Mark 10:6-9).
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by Susan Chrisman

“Above everything else, I desire for my
children to walk in truth, to know God as He
has revealed himself to us. I want them to
be established in their faith and not swayed
by every wind of doctrine or the philosophies
of men. I pray for this daily!” a young mother
exclaimed. By the intensity of her tone, it
was obvious she was earnest.

“How do I point my children to
God?” was her plea.
We can thoughtfully and intentionally point our children toward God.
There are spiritual habits, in addition to
praying with our children, that will lift
their thoughts to their heavenly Father,

helping them to know about him and
eventually leading them to know him
in relationship.
Begin by looking at the ways
God has thoughtfully and purposefully
revealed himself to us. He first revealed
himself through his creation, but God
has also disclosed himself to us through
his Word. Scripture makes known his
attributes, his power, his nature, his
works, and his relationship with man.
Finally, he reveals himself to us through
Jesus, His Son.
We can use these same methods
of revelation to point our children to
God. Start during infancy to acquaint
your children with the marvel of
creation.
“Oh, Momma! God has painted
a Monet sunset,” my young daughter
exclaimed one day as we drove west
to go home. Color stretched across the
horizon in blues and pinks and purples,
just like an Impressionistic painting.

Her thoughts were drawn to God
by his creation.
After becoming an adult, this same
daughter told me that she used to
sneak out of the house at night. With
one raised eyebrow, I replied, “Oh?”
“Yes, I would spread out our old
picnic blanket in the field by the house
and lie on my back to look at the stars.
And don’t worry. Romeo would always
stand guard as long as I stayed out.”
Romeo was our outdoor cat.
These examples illustrate a child’s
innate sense of wonder and awe of
nature. God’s creation speaks of his
character and helps us to know we are
part of something much greater than
ourselves (see Romans 1:20, Psalm 8,
and Psalm 19).
Help your children understand the
marvel of creation through a habit of
nature study. With these three simple
steps, nature study can become a
spiritual habit.

©D E PO S I TPHOTOS.COM/[ DEKLOF EN A K]
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children especially, but older children
and young adults, too, will respond
to our interest. As we express our
wonder at details in nature and work
with them to find the answers to their
questions, we awaken their curiosity.
Lectures do not foster curiosity, but
a sense of awe expressed at the right
moment will. “One generation shall
praise Your works to another, and
shall declare Your mighty acts” (Psalm
145:4).
Allow your children time to
explore outdoors. Let them discover
God’s attention to detail, his creativity,
and his imagination for themselves.
You do not always have to draw their
attention to items of interest.

Form the skill
of observation
The second simple step in the spiritual habit of nature study is to guide
your children in the skill of observation.
If your children are not accustomed
to being outdoors, give them time to
acclimate and start using their senses
to make discoveries. If they appear to
be bored at first, have them explore for
a short time and then return to tell you
about what they have seen. As they
grow in maturity, expect more detail
from them. Ask questions. What kind of
tree? Was it short, tall, bushy, slender?
Did it have leaves or needles?
Illustration is the fullest expression
of observation. To illustrate with paint
or sketching pencil, one is required
to look for detail. Give your children
a journal with paper appropriate for
painting, and encourage them to keep
it as a nature journal with illustrations
and the date and location of each
wonder sketched or painted.
Play a “Who made it?” game and
discuss the design and thought put
into everything they see, whether it
was created by God or made by man.

Familiarize
with names
Thirdly, familiarize your children

©D E PO S I TPH OTO S.CO M/[I_G0RZ H ]

Foster
curiosity
First, foster their curiosity. Young

with the names of each nature item
explored and discovered. Answer their
questions, and if you do not know what
something is, look it up with them.
“I don’t know. Let’s look it up,” is an
excellent answer.
Together, look up the common
and Latin names of each item they
illustrate, and instruct your children
to label it in their journals. Adam was
instructed to name all the creatures
God had made. Knowing its name helps
us to see the value in each creation.
“…[P]eople are unlikely to value what
they cannot name. ‘One of my students
told me that every time she learns the
name of a plant, she feels as if she is
meeting someone new. Giving a name
to something is a way of knowing it.’” 1

Encourage your child to
research his discoveries in nature.
Let him find out about the life cycle
of a butterfly or the longevity of a fly.
The more details he learns about nature,

SUSAN IS A WIFE, GRANDMAMA, TWENTYFIVE YEAR HOMESCHOOL VETERAN, MENTOR,
SPEAKER, AND ARDENT PURSUER OF GOD.
MARRIED IN 1977 TO JERRY, THEY HAVE FIVE
CHILDREN AND SIX GRANDCHILDREN. SUSAN HAS NEARLY FORTY
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WORKING AND RESEARCHING IN THE REALM
OF EDUCATION. SHE MENTORS HOME EDUCATING PARENTS TO
LEAD THEIR FAMILIES AWAY FROM CONFLICT AND CONFUSION AND
DIRECT THEM INSTEAD TO TRANSFORMED BEHAVIOR AND DEEPER,
MORE MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS. SHE GUIDES THESE FAMILIES
TO UNDERSTAND AND ADDRESS THE ISSUES OF CHILD BEHAVIOR—
DEVELOPMENT, HABITS, AND THE WILL. SUSAN HAS A HEART FOR
MINISTRY AND OFFERS WISDOM AND INSPIRATION TO PARENTS.
LEARN MORE AT WWW.SUSANCHRISMAN.COM.

the more he will wonder
at the creative power of God.
He will begin to see that
all of creation points to God.
1. RI C H ARD LO UV, L A S T C H IL D IN TH E W O O DS, (ALGO NQ UIN
B O O K S O F C H APE L H I LL, C H APE L H I LL, NC ), 41.
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NATURE STUDY

Just beyond our yard, the greenbelts and meadows
of our neighborhood have provided simple, yet wonderful experiences
in our homeschool nature studies. Native plants grow a bit wilder there
and provide the opportunity to observe flora and fauna not found on
the well-groomed monoculture lawns surrounding our homes. In those
fields, woods, and meadows, we observe various species of wildflowers
come and go naturally in their seasons. We document the arrival dates
of plant and bird species in a phenology journal, and we have been
amazed to see how some plants bloom within just a few days from
year to year.

As we have learned more about plants and have delved into wildcrafting and herbalism, I have developed an even greater appreciation
for Oklahoma’s native plants and those that most people consider
weeds. I started saving certain useful plants from areas where they
were destined for destruction by spraying, mowing, or development,
and from that perspective, the sound of commercial mowers coming to
cut down the plants we enjoy is distressing.

The Mowers Are Coming!
One warm summer morning,
as I heard the mowers starting up
across the creek from our property,
I realized that there were several
plants we had not yet rescued, and
there was no way we could get
to them all before they were cut
down. I quickly sent a text to my
friend and neighbor, a homeschool
mom of five. “The mowers are
coming! Can you send the kids
with some hand shovels to help me
rescue some plants?” Before she
answered, a small army of children
were headed down the street with
trowels and baskets in hand, and
an impromptu nature study lesson
was underway.

4
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We ran across the meadow to
get a head start on the mowers, then
quickly organized as I assigned certain
wildflowers for each child to gather.
After a quick briefing on specific plant
identification, I reminded my helpers
that normally, we should collect only
one in twenty plants to ethically
harvest for wildcrafting, herbariums,
nature study, or herbalism. However,
in a situation where native plants are
destined for destruction, we collect as
many as we can and move them to a
safe location or otherwise put them to
use. Mowing certainly does not destroy
all native flora, but it does prevent
many plants from growing enough to
bloom.
Several botanical species
were on our rescue list
that day. Yarrow (Achillea
millefolium) was one of
the easiest to find with its
soft, feathery, fern-like leaves
rising several inches above the grass.
They had not bloomed yet, but the
white/cream-colored inflorescence
is conspicuous even from a distance
in early summer. We shoveled up the
entire root, careful to keep the soil

by Valerie

intact around it so we did not kill the
plant by shocking it. Those were transplanted into my flowerbeds designated
for native plants, and by the next year,
they were flourishing. Yarrow can be
found along roadsides and in fields and
pastures throughout the state. Some
wildflower guides indicate that the
flower will bloom into fall, but they do
not always make it past the July heat.
Yarrow’s medicinal uses date back to
ancient times, and it is used even today
by modern herbalists. This flower is also
beautiful when pressed and pasted into
a nature journal.
One of my favorites we did
not want to see cut down
was Blue-eyed Grass
(Sisyrinchium angustifolium).
This dainty flower is actually
not a grass at all, but rather a
small, wild member of the Iris family
and every bit as beautiful as its large
cultivated cousins. In spring, these
appear as a clump of grass, but they are
hard to miss once the beautiful violet
or blue flowers open up. These cheerful blooms can be found in meadows,
lawns, and along roadsides in spring to
early summer. These press beautifully

©D E PO S I TPHOTO S.CO M/[ K UD RYA S HK A ]

Boudreaux
for nature journals, herbariums, and
homemade cards.
Our lovely state wildflower, Indian Blanket
(Gaillardia pulchella),
must certainly not be
overlooked in a nature
study of Oklahoma wildflowers. Waving on stems from six to
fifteen inches tall, this fiery flower has
just a few one to three-inch heads
holding 10-20 rays with red or purple
bases and yellow tips. The outermost
tip of each ray has three lobes. Indian
Blanket is widely distributed throughout the state and blooms from May to
September in most areas.
Have you ever noticed
those summer roadside
plants that look like giant
dandelions gone to seed?
Looks aren’t deceiving in
this one. Those seed heads
are about four inches across, making
them very easy to spot from a vehicle.
Yellow Salsify, or Goat’s Beard
(Tragopogon dubius), is known by
many common names and is a fun
flower to study in the summertime.

When collected during its seeding time,
it is fun to try to dislodge the seed fluff
by blowing on it as children do dandelions. The flowering heads are quite conspicuous with green bracts that appear
as spikes extending from the yellow
rays, which also look similar to the
dandelion. Goat’s Beard can be found
from April until October throughout
Oklahoma, except for the southeastern
corner. They may be most abundant in
June.
Most homeschool parents probably are not out saving weeds and
wildflowers from commercial mowers,
but you do not have to be a plant saver
to lead your children in a summer study
of local wildflowers. While nature study
comes naturally for some, you do not
have to know all about nature before

Do not overthink or overplan. You
can begin by simply taking a walk
outdoors with your children and
observing the natural world nearby
with a curious mind.
A nature scavenger hunt for flowering plants will engage children of all
ages. The flowers listed in this article are
easy to spot from a car or on a summer
walk. Once you find a wildflower of interest, learn all you can about it. Use the
iNaturalist app or a wildflower field guide
to help identify your plant. Even though
my family lives in the mixed grass prairie region, I started out using Tallgrass
Prairie Wildflowers field guide because
it was easy to find the flowers by color
first, and many of the flowers cross over.
Also, I prefer local and regional field
guides to those that cover larger areas,
like all of North America. This reduces

You can begin by simply taking a walk outdoors with your children
and observing the natural world nearby with a curious mind.
teaching it to your children. It is more
fun to learn together!For those who
find nature study difficult, I encourage
you to use the long days and slower
months of summer to get started.
Starting is the most important step.

options and minimizes the frustration of
long searches by eliminating plants that
are not in your area.
Once I think I have a positive identification, I cross-reference my guess with
other books. Compare the information
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

given in each guide. Does the species of flower you are attempting
to identify grow in your area? What time of year is it in bloom? Does
the plant you found match the description in the field guide? You will
not need to know all the botanical terms to get started, but you will
quickly learn the names of some flower parts
as you try to identify them. Most field guides have glossaries to help
with terminology.
I usually take a picture of the flower. If we cannot quite identify
it in the field, a photo can help us as we look it up later. This is also
an opportunity for students interested in photography to practice
their skills. Sometimes we order prints of the photos to use in our
nature journal entries. If there is an abundance of the plant in the
area, and it is not a species of concern, pick a few to study closer at
home. We have placed them in vases on the table to draw or paint,
but we also enjoy pressing them and making herbarium cards for science notebooks, or just adhering the pressed flower directly into our
nature journal.

To press your specimens, expensive equipment is
not necessary when you can use items already available at home.
Corrugated cardboard, paper towels, newspaper, tissue, or blotting
paper, a rubber band or strap, and something heavy to place on top
for pressure is all that is necessary. We have even used old phone
books and catalogs for plant pressing. I also use index cards to insert
important information into the press with the plant.
Layer the materials in order as follows:
• Cardboard
• Two layers of paper (gift tissue, newspaper, paper towels)
• Cardboard again
• The rubber band or strap holds it all together.

VALERIE BOUDREAUX AND HER
HUSBAND, MIKE, HAVE FOUR
CHILDREN, A GRANDDAUGHTER,
AND A GRANDSON. THEY BEGAN
HOMESCHOOLING IN 2007. VALERIE
IS A CERTIFIED OKLAHOMA MASTER
NATURALIST AND ENJOYS SHARING
HER LOVE OF CREATION WITH HER
NATURAL SCIENCE STUDENTS AT A
LOCAL HOMESCHOOL COOP. SHE
ENJOYS SPENDING TIME WITH HER
FAMILY, VOLUNTEER WORK AT HER
LOCAL NATURE CENTER, HIKING, KAYAKING, WRITING,
GARDENING, AND WILDCRAFTING.

When you are ready to press a specimen, lay out the bottom
piece of cardboard and one layer of your paper. Place the plant on
top, then place the other piece of paper and cardboard on top of the
specimen. Hold those together using a rubber band or strap, then place
them out of the way for a few weeks with a weight on top for pressure.
On the index card, I write the common
and scientific name of the plant, date
BOOKS
and location found and any other per• The Guide to Oklahoma Wildflowers by Patricia Folley
tinent information, then place the card
• Roadside Wildflowers, Volumes 1 & 2 by Doyle McCoy (out of print)
into the press with the plant.
• Tallgrass Prairie Wildflowers by Doug Ladd and Frank Oberle
After a few weeks, depending
• Handbook of Nature Study by Anna Comstock
on how moist the plant was, you can
remove the pressed flower. We use glue
APPS & WEBSITES
thinned with water to adhere them
• iNaturalist (app)
to nature journal pages or herbarium
• www.okprairie.com/flowers.htm
cards. A piece of cardstock works well for
• www.oknativeplants.org/
herbarium cards. Adhere the plant with
• www.diynatural.com/diy-herbarium/
glue, then add a label in the lower right
• askabiologist.asu.edu/activities/create-your-own-herbarium
corner of the card with the name of the
• Printable herbarium cards: https://askabiologist.asu.edu/sites/
collector, date, location the plant was
default/files/resources/activities/plantpress/ask_a_biologist_
found, common name(s) and scientific
herbarium_datacards.pdf
name. After the glue is dried, slip the
card into a page protector and place
it in a binder. By summer’s end, your
family will be well on their way to creating a lovely collection of
pressed plants and a record of your summer nature study experiences.
ALL PHOTOS BY VALERIE BOUDREAUX.
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HISTORY SPOTLIGHT

Samuel F.B. Morse:
Believer, Painter & Inventor
Notifications of texts, emails, and phone calls punctuate our days.
Personal news, national news, and world news are at our fingertips,
but instant news is new in the history of the world.
In 1825 artist Samuel Morse
he was thirteen
was in Washington, D.C., painting a
is in the Library
commissioned portrait of the Marquis
of Congress. In it
de Lafayette, the French nobleman who
he wrote about
had come to America’s aid during the
his lessons and
American Revolution. While there, his
about local news.
wife Lucretia died suddenly after the
He described
birth of their third child. Samuel’s father
the books he
sent him the news, but by the time
was reading and
Morse received it and returned home,
told about the
Lucretia had already been buried. The
weather. The
journal ends
Library of Congress has a letter Samuel
wrote to Lucretia after she had already
on the day he
died, but before he received the news.
received the
In the letter, he told her of the election
news of his
of President John
Quincy Adams.
The journal that Samuel kept
One day
when he was thirteen is in
Samuel Morse would
help Americans, and
the Library of Congress.
later the world, to
communicate faster.
Samuel Finley Breese Morse was
admittance to Yale. The Library of
born in Charlestown, Massachusetts,
Congress also has a letter Samuel
near Boston, in 1791. His father, Jedidiah
wrote to his brothers that year. In
Morse, was a minister, a famous
the letter, Samuel tells of a death
geographer, and one of the founders of
in the family and speaks of other
the American Bible Society. Dictionary
family members who had died. He
writer Noah Webster was a family
said that he hoped they would all
friend.
meet them in heaven when they
Morse had two brothers who
died.
survived infancy, Sidney and Richard.
Their father called Samuel the hare and
Samuel Morse, Artist
Sidney the tortoise, saying that Samuel
At age thirteen, Samuel F. B.
was too quick and Sidney was too
Morse entered Yale. Two special
stubborn. When Samuel grew up, he
interests he enjoyed were painting
often added a drawing of a hare to his
miniature portraits and learning
letters to Sidney; Sidney often drew a
about electricity. After college, he
tortoise when writing to Samuel.
went to England where he studied
The journal that Samuel kept when
painting under the famous artist
©DEPOSITPHOTOS.COM/[TAWNG]

by Charlene
Notgrass

Benjamin West.
Morse returned to America in 1815
and began to paint, first in Boston, and
later in New Hampshire. There he met
Lucretia Walker.
They soon were
engaged, and in
1818 they were
married.
Morse
became a much
sought-after
portrait painter.
He painted
portraits of
President James
Monroe, Noah
Webster, and
others. Samuel
and his brother
Sidney also
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
SAMUEL F.B. MORSE BY MATHE W BR ADY

THE GOLDFISH BOWL BY SAMUEL F.B. MORSE
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

tried inventing, but they did not have
financial success.
Four years after his wife Lucretia’s
death, Morse left his children in the
care of relatives and went back to
Europe. He visited London, Switzerland,
Italy, and Paris. In Paris he visited
Lafayette. The two remained friends
for the rest of their lives. The Library
telegraph at the Franklin Institute in
of Congress has a note Lafayette sent
Philadelphia, before a committee of
to Morse. In it, he calls Samuel his
the U.S. House of Representatives, and
dear friend. While in Europe, Morse
before President Martin Van Buren and
kept diaries in which he described
his Cabinet.
his travels. He drew many sketches of
Morse
landscapes,
needed
historic
By 1838 he had developed Morse code, financial
buildings,
backing
and people
a system of dots and dashes
to set up
he saw. He
which represented different letters.
the first
also copied
telegraph
the paintings
line in the United States. In 1843 the
of famous European artists.
U.S. Congress awarded him funds.
By May of 1844, the first city-to-city
Samuel Morse, Inventor
electromagnetic telegraph line in the
Morse came back to America
world, consisting of telegraph poles and
in 1832. On the trip home, he heard
wires, connected Baltimore, Maryland,
a conversation about a newlyand Washington, D.C. From a room in
invented electrical device called
the U.S. Capitol building, Samuel Morse
an electromagnet. Morse began
sent the first formal
learning about the electric telegraph.
message on the new
A telegraph is a system that sends a
telegraph line. The
message by moving electrical impulses
message was: “What
over a wire. The earliest telegraph had
Hath God Wrought!”
twenty-six wires, one for each letter of
Morse became
the alphabet.
a national hero. Now
Morse decided to try to build one
people could receive
that used only one wire. While teaching
messages more easily
art in New York City, he worked on a
and more quickly.
model telegraph. In 1837 he found
Private companies
partners to
began to put up more
help him. By
telegraph lines. In
1838 he had
1847 Morse brought
developed
his family back
Morse code,
together. He bought
a system of
a country home and
dots and
one hundred acres
dashes which
near Poughkeepsie,
represented
New York. He named
different
it Locust Grove.
letters.
Morse married Sarah
That year
Elizabeth Griswold
in New York, he demonstrated that
in 1848. Sarah was
his telegraph machine could send a
his second cousin
message at a rate of ten words per
and twenty-six years
minute. He also demonstrated the

younger than he. Samuel and Sarah had
four children.
Telegraph lines spread across
America, often following the railroads.
By 1854, 23,000 miles of telegraph
wire were in use in the United States.
Other countries were busy setting
up telegraph systems also. In 1866
workers successfully laid an undersea
cable across the Atlantic Ocean. Now
people could send telegraph messages
between America and Europe.

Samuel Morse,
Photographer & Politician
Morse’s interest in technology
was not limited to the telegraph. In
1840 he opened a portrait studio in
New York City. Here he taught others
how to make daguerreotype pictures,

SAMUEL F.B. MORSE BY SON EDWARD LIND MORSE COUR TEST Y OF THE SMITHSONIAN

MORSE 1849 VERSION
OF HIS TELEGR APH
REGISTER,
COUR TESY OF THE
SMITHSONIAN
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MORSE MEDALS COUR TEST Y OF THE LIBR ARY OF CONGRESS

an early form of photography. Among
his students was Mathew Brady, who
became a famous photographer.
Brady is known especially for the
photographs he and his assistants took
during the Civil War.
Samuel Morse cared deeply about
political issues and twice ran for office.
In 1841 he ran for mayor of New York
City and in 1854 for a seat in the U.S.
House of Representatives. He was not
elected either time.

THIS ARTICLE IS BASED ON CHARLENE
NOTGRASS’ BIOGRAPHY OF SAMUEL
MORSE IN THE UPCOMING NEW EDITION
OF AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL, A ONE-YEAR
AMERICAN HISTORY CURRICULUM FOR
STUDENTS IN GRADES FIVE THROUGH
EIGHT DUE OUT THIS SUMMER.
CHARLENE IS A CHRISTIAN, THE HAPPY
WIFE OF RAY NOTGRASS, A VETERAN
HOMESCHOOL MOM, AND AN ECSTATIC
“LITTLE” (THAT’S HER GRANDMA NAME).
CHARLENE IS CO-AUTHOR, ALONG WITH HER DAUGHTERS, OF
OUR STAR-SPANGLED STORY FOR CHILDREN IN GRADES ONE
THROUGH FOUR. SHE IS ALSO THE CO-AUTHOR OF FROM ADAM
TO US AND UNCLE SAM AND YOU FOR STUDENTS IN GRADES
FIVE THROUGH EIGHT (AVAILABLE AT NOTGRASS.COM). SHE
LOVES TO ENCOURAGE HOMESCHOOLING MOTHERS THROUGH
HER BLOG (DAILY ENCOURAGEMENT FOR HOMESCHOOLING
MOTHERS AT NOTGRASS.COM/DAILY).

©D E POSITPHOTOS.COM/[KLANNEKE]

Morse became famous in America
and in Europe. He received medals from
many countries. In his later years, Morse
donated money to colleges, churches,
and missionary societies. Sculptor Byron
M. Pickett created the statue of Samuel
Morse that stands in Central Park in
New York City. After the dedication
ceremony on June 10, 1871, Morse sent
a telegraph message of farewell around
the world. He died in New York City the
next year at the age of eighty-one.
Samuel F. B. Morse used his wealth
to bless other people. We should
remember to do what Paul told the
elders in Ephesus to do:
In everything I showed you
that by working hard in this manner
you must help the weak
and remember the words of the Lord
Jesus, that He Himself said,
“It is more blessed to give
than to receive.”
Acts 20:35
HOMESCHOOL OKLAHOMA informer
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WRITING

Boost Your Middle-Schooler’s
Writing Experience with Literature
by Kris Cordell

Seasons of transition are typically
difficult, and the season of transitioning from childhood to young adulthood is no different. If we can learn to
anticipate some hard times and understand that the challenges are necessary
for growth, perhaps we can navigate
those transitional years with a bit more
grace. So how do we move forward in
a positive way when it comes to teaching writing to middle schoolers? I have
some suggestions that I trust you will
find helpful.

Blend Writing with Literature.

I have found that literature-based
writing is highly effective for any age
group in engaging a student’s mind.
Using literature for the basis of teaching writing results in an experience
for the student, instead of resulting in
merely a series of tasks to accomplish.
Furthermore, when students have
input into what books they will read,
they may even find hope that the writing experience might not be so painful.
A primary goal of motivating your students to write is to bring some excitement and ownership to your student,
and great books can do just that.

Focus on Critical Thinking.

While there are endless ways
to get the most out of reading great
10
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books and to use those books as a
springboard for teaching writing, I
encourage you to focus on developing
the skills of critical thinking and expression of ideas. After all, quality writing
is all about expressing ideas well. This
is often the writing component that
causes middle schoolers to feel tempted to give up. "I don’t have any ideas."
"I don’t know what I think about that."
Sound familiar? Even if they have not
voiced those thoughts, they have felt
them.
Whether or not your student is a
master of perfect grammar or stylistically well-written sentences, he must
learn to express his ideas well, and he
must find validation in doing so. This
feels scary and risky. Thus, parents
and teachers must affirm their middle
school students as they express their
ideas in writing. When writing prompts
are based on a book, students write
about the characters, not themselves.
They write about conflicts that the
characters experience, not their own
conflicts. They explore relationships,
experiences, hardships, and successes.
They travel to other countries or other
worlds, imagining what life must be like
there. This is the stuff of great writing
prompts for middle school students.
Travel. Explore. Experience. Feel. Learn.
Then write about it.

Provide a Few
Specific Guidelines.

While middle school is not the
time to focus on intense grammar and
checklists, students will benefit from
some specific instruction and guidance.
The following are tried and true guidelines for getting the most out of literature as a resource for teaching writing:
1. Teach students to annotate,
which is simply reflecting as they read
and making notes in the margins
(details in the book or thoughts and
feelings that they experienced as they
were reading). In addition, students will
benefit from marking literary devices
(similes, metaphors, etc.) and writing
techniques (complex punctuation,
strong vocabulary, etc.) Quality literature models quality writing.
2. Require students to summarize each chapter, writing in complete
sentences. This allows students to practice quick, concise writing, identifying
main points only.
3. Have students write several
essays with writing prompts based on
the literature. Give students choices of
what to write about, rather than simply
assigning all writing
prompts; the independence to choose an
interesting prompt will
help engage your student’s mind, allowing
ideas to flow more easily during the writing
process.

...an
experience
for the
student,
instead of
resulting in
Celebrate.
merely
After completing
a series
a thorough novel study
with many writing
of tasks to
activities (annotating,
accomplish
summarizing, paragraph/essay writing),
celebrate! Celebration could include:
• Taking a field trip related
to the book
• Researching and exploring
a related topic of interest
• Writing an epilogue or a sequel
to the book
• Illustrating favorite scenes
• Writing a song that captures the
journey of the protagonist

Imagine what you and your children can accomplish when you pair writing with a great book! While
these suggestions work well for students of all ages,
they are especially effective for middle schoolers. Life
often feels overwhelming to these youngsters as they
slowly begin to move from childhood into adulthood.
Escaping into a great story, finding great friends in the
characters, and writing about these characters and
their life experiences has the potential to bring pleasure to your children and peace to the often turbulent
season of parenting a middle schooler. Enjoy this time
of affirming ideas expressed well, and don’t worry too
much about the other stuff.
KRIS LIVES WITH HER HUSBAND IN ORANGEVALE, CA. THEY HAVE
FOUR ADULT CHILDREN AND TWO GRANDDAUGHTERS. LEARNING
TO WRITE HAS ALWAYS BEEN A PRIORITY FOR THE CORDELL
FAMILY, BUT TRADITIONAL METHODS FOR TEACHING WRITING DID
NOT WORK FOR KRIS AND HER CHILDREN. NOW, AFTER YEARS OF
TEACHING WRITING TO STUDENTS OF EVERY AGE AND ABILITY, KRIS
PROVIDES GUIDANCE FOR EDUCATORS AND STUDENTS. LEARN
MORE ABOUT WRITING WITH KRIS RESOURCES AND SERVICES BY
VISITING HER WEBSITE AT WWW.WRITINGWITHKRIS.COM.
COPYRIGHT 2019, THE OLD SCHOOLHOUSE®. USED WITH
PERMISSION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY THE AUTHOR. ORIGINALLY
APPEARED IN THE HOMESCHOOL SUPPLEMENT 2019 ISSUE OF THE
OLD SCHOOLHOUSE® MAGAZINE, THE TRADE PUBLICATION FOR
HOMESCHOOL MOMS. READ THE OLD SCHOOLHOUSE® MAGAZINE
FREE AT WWW.TOSMAGAZINE.COM, OR DOWNLOAD THE FREE
READER APPS AT WWW.TOSAPPS.COM FOR MOBILE DEVICES. READ
THE STORY OF THE OLD SCHOOLHOUSE® MAGAZINE AND HOW IT
CAME TO BE.
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Oklahoma Homeschool Support
The following is a list of support groups, co-ops, resources, and ministries that are
affiliated with Homeschool Oklahoma. If you do not see your group listed, please go to our affiliate page.

Red Carpet
Country (580)
Ponca Christian Home Educators (PCHES)
pches-owner@yahoogroups.com

Great Plains
Country (580)

Frontier Country (405)

Green Country (918)

FAITHE: Frontier Area Inspiring Teaching thru Home Education
Johni Chambers 609-4820, faitheok@yahoo.com

CHEF Creek County (Bristow)
www.chefok.org
Lisa Darvin, farmdivas@yahoo.com

FICHE: Fellowship of Independent Chr. HE (Tuttle, Blanchard, Newcastle)
Constitutional Home Educators
www.fiche.org, Angie Anderson (808) 351-2919
LCHE, OK: Logan County Home Educators
www.lcheok.org

DACHEA : Duncan Area
Christian HE Assoc.
Sarah & Todd Brooks
dacheahomeschooling@gmail.com
Great Plains Christian Home Educators
(Geary, Fay, Watonga, Weatherford, Clinton)
Rasonja Green, 405-966-2274
Heart of Western Oklahoma
Homeschoolers (Elk City)
Christie Spieker, 580-243-7243
c4quarterhorsesmom@sbcglobal.net
LCHE: Lawton Christian
Home Educators
lawtonchristianhomeeducators.com
Janet and Rande Worthen, 580-704-6994
jaworthen@icloud.com

For additional support group listings,
please visit our webpage.
www.homeschooloklahoma.org/
homeschooling/
hsok-affiliated-support-groups/

Edmond Home Educators
www.EdmondHomeEducators.org
Leah Grady, ehe.leah@gmail.com
Edmond, SHINE: Supporting
Homeschoolers in North Edmond
shinesupportgroup@gmail.com
shinesupportgroup.blogspot.com
HOPE: Helping Other Parents Educate,
NW OKC
Chrissie Burkett 405-850-0456,
burky042000@yahoo.com
FB: HOPE Homeschool of OKC
LIGHT: Moore/SW OKC
www.lighthomeschool.org
info@lighthomeschool.org

Community of Okmulgee Area Christian Home
Schoolers (COACHS) (Okmulgee)
Travis Long 918-576-9402

Red Carpet
Country

Great Plains
Country

H.E.A.R.T.S. Homeschool Support Group and
Coop (Muskogee)
mcintoshj@newlifeok.org
Julie McIntosh, hearts.coop.ok@gmail.com

Green
Country

Tahlequah Homeschool (Tahlequah)
FB: Tahlequah Homeschool
Brooke Martin,
tahlequahhomeschool@yahoo.com

Frontier
Country

Chickasaw
Country

Choctaw
Country

TEACH Tahlequah
Christy Young, christyyoung13@gmail.com
Transformers for Christ,
(McAlester, Eufaula, Checotah area)
Melanie Wood, 329-9337
davenmel1996@gmail.com

Chickasaw
Country (580)
Ada Christian Home Educators (ACHE)
Ada.Christian.Home.Educators@gmail.com
FB: Ada Christian Home Educators
Christian HE of South Central OK
(CHESCO) (Ardmore)
www.homeschool-life.com/ok/chesco
chesco@gmail.com

OKC AREA In Frontier Country (405)
Charlotte Mason Discussion Group
okccm@lifelonglearnersonline.com

CHEF Payne County (Drumright)
www.chefok.org
Charles & Shelly Olson, payne@chefok.org

MYHELP:Mustang/Yukon Home
Education Learning Partners
www.myhelphomeschool.com
mustangyukonhelp@gmail.com
Norman Area Home Educators
www.normanhomeschool.org
info@normanhomeschool.org
OKC Community Homeschool Group,
South OKC, Moore
www.okcchomeschool.com
Tiffany Bradford,
tiff_bradford08@yahoo.com
OKC Dove Homeschoolers,
Midwest City
FB: OKC Dove Homeschoolers
OKCDoveHomeschoolers@hotmail.com
Tami Olds
Peace Co-op: Edmond
Tracey Harvey, peacehcoop@gmail.com

PCHEA: Pottawatomie Christian
Home Educators Association
pcheahomeschoolers.blogspot.com
pcheainfo@gmail.com

Choctaw Country (918)
Transformers for Christ (McAlester,
Eufaula, Checotah area)
Melanie Wood, 918-329-9337, davenmel1996@
gmail.com

Texoma Homeschool Association
FB: Texoma Homeschool Association

TULSA

In Green Country (918)

CHEF (Christian Home Educators
Fellowship of Oklahoma)
www.chefok.org
chefokpresident@chefok.org
Doug and Vikki Fry, (918) 232-3826
CHEF Sand Springs
www.chefok.org
Jim & Kim Thompson
sandsprings@chefok.org
CHEF South Tulsa County
www.chefok.org
Sterling & Tina Slaven
southcounty@chefok.org
CHEF North Tri-County
www.chefok.org
Jeff and Marilyn Bradley
northtricounty@chefok.org

CHEER (Christian Home Educators
Encouragement Resource)
www.cheersupport.com
Green Country Home Educators
Resource Organization (HERO)
www.gchero.com
Dawn Osborn, (918) 261-4688
dawnosborn1959@gmail.com
Heritage Homeschool Friends
(Owasso, Skiatook, Collinsville)
hhfriends.org
info@hhfriends.org
Stephanie Steely
twobearsmom29@gmail.com
Tulsa Homeschool Happenings
www.tulsahomeschoolhappenings.com
Rosanna Ward,
www.nextgenhomeschool.com
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